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The self-assembled nanostructures in ion-containing polymers are controlled by
the chain architecture, particularly the spacer length between and the chemistry
of the functional groups. This talk will focus on a new set of polyester sulfonates
from Stefan Mecking’s group with long polyethylene segments (23 or 46
carbons) and neutralized with Li+, Na+, or Cs + counterions. Polymers with the
longer PE spacers crystallize into a well-defined nanoscale ionic layered
structure at room temperature. In situ X-ray scattering measurements reveal that
the layer ionic aggregates transform upon heating into the Ia3 ̅d gyroid
morphology. The gyroidal ionic aggregates further evolve to hexagonal
symmetry at higher temperatures. The ion transport behavior is strongly
dependent on the ionic aggregate morphologies. Specifically, the 3D
interconnected gyroid morphology of PES23Li exhibits higher ionic conductivity
than the isotropic layered or hexagonal morphologies. This innovative polymer
design produced the first percolated gyroidal morphology in an ionomer and
provides a continuous pathway for fast transport.
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